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1 Getting started

1.1 Yepzon device

1.2 Pairing to a smartphone or tablet for the first time

The new Smart Tracker can be paired to your iOS or Android smartphone or tablet with 
the QR code printed on a leaflet in the sales package.

 1. Download and Install the Yepzon™ App (Google Play or App Store)
 2. Open the app
 3. Select (+) Add Yepzon
 4. Select Smart Tracker by Yepzon™
 5. Scan the QR code which is printed on a leaflet in the sales package
 6. Add a name and picture for your Yepzon (optional)
 7. The Yepzon is now connected to your phone
 8. Charge the tracker for 2 hours. You’re now ready to locate!

1.3 Charging and battery life

The Smart Tracker includes a standard USB-C connector. The sales package includes a 
USB-C cable for charging, but you can use any approved USB-C charger. Smart Tracker 
also supports standard QI wireless charging.

When you start using your tracker, it is 
recommended to fully charge the device. This 
ensures optimal performance and battery life. It 
takes about 2 hours to fully charge the battery 
with USB. 

Battery life of Yepzon trackers depends on modes and selected settings (see section 3: 
Modes). Battery life may also vary according to following reasons:

 • Operating conditions e.g. in cold temperatures battery might drain faster.
 • How much the device moves: Smart Tracker uses battery saving while being  
    still for longer periods of time.
 • Available networks: Smart Tracker supports the new battery saving 4G LTE 
    networks but changes to 2G if 4G LTE is not available. Network availability, 
    strength and network set-up status also affect the device battery life. 

FRONT BACK

LED signal  Purpose

     BLUE continuous Battery is charging

     BLUE blinking  Battery is low
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1.4 Adding more users

Use the Yepzon™ App to share the access to your Yepzon with another smartphone or 
tablet. 
 
 1. Open the Yepzon™ App
 2. Select the Yepzon device
 3. Select Settings
 4. Select Manage access rights
 5. Select Add user and follow the instructions for sharing the access

Note: The new user will receive a message that contains both a download link for 
Yepzon™ App and pairing link for the tracker. Pairing link expires after 24 hours.

1.5 A recommended precaution: Requesting a reset link

A recommended precaution is to request a restore link from the Settings. You will 
need the restore link if you suddenly don’t have access to your phone anymore or you 
accidentally delete the app. Requesting a restore link sends you an e-mail message 
with a link that can be used to remove all the users. After removing all the users, 
you can pair the tracker again. Your e-mail address is not collected, saved or used by 
Yepzon for anything other than sending the link.
 
 1. Open the Yepzon™ App
 2. Select the Yepzon device
 3. Select Settings
 4. Select Create restore link
 5. Enter your e-mail address and select Send

1.6 Durability

Smart Tracker by Yepzon™ is shockproof and waterproof (IP67).

If your Yepzon device is continuously in contact with water or used in humid 
conditions, we recommend weatherproofing it. 

Please note that factory guarantee does not apply if breakage is due to using the 
tracker in extreme conditions.
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2 Settings

2.1 General

Manage access rights

Adds and allows more users to locate and manage the Yepzon tracker. There is no 
upper limit to how many users can follow one Yepzon tracker.

Note: All users will have full access.

Activate buzzer and LED

You can turn on the buzzer and LED for one minute on your Smart Tracker to help you 
find the device nearby. The indicator light on the tracker is white and blinking. 

Note: Works in On-demand tracking mode only.

Flight mode

Flight mode can be used to turn off your Smart Tracker by Yepzon™ during the flight. 
The tracker will automatically wake up after the selected duration. For luggage 
tracking, we recommend setting flight mode last minute to ensure that you have taken 
into consideration any possible delays and to make sure your luggage made the right 
flight.

From: Select the departure date and time of your flight.

Duration: Select flight duration.

Tip: Flight mode can be used for other purposes. Flight mode can be used to turn off 
the tracker when you know tracking won’t be needed; for example, during night or for 
battery saving purposes.

2.2 Notifications and alerts

Edit notifications

Yepzon™ App can be set to show notifications for specific situations, such as when 
battery level is low. By selecting Edit notifications you can check the boxes for the 
events you want to be notified of.

Activate device SOS sound

By activating the SOS alert sound, the device will beep when the SOS button is 
pressed.
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By default, the device SOS alert sound is turned off so if SOS alert is sent, only the 
Yepzon™ App will show the alert. 

Edit sensor alerts

Smart Tracker by Yepzon™ has temperature and collision sensors. To receive sensor 
alerts, you will need to use either of the 2 modes:

 1. Constant Tracking mode with reporting interval 14 minutes or less
 2. On-demand tracking mode

Temperature: Set minimum and maximum limit for temperature. The Yepzon™ App 
will alert if temperature rises above or decreases below the set limits. 

Note: There might be slight deviation between current temperature and information 
portrayed by the device. For example, temperature will show higher if device is 
plugged into a charger.

Feature available summer 2019:
Acceleration: Select collision alert for low impacts or high impacts.

2.3 Service

Subscription

Yepzon tracker has a built-in SIM and it uses mobile data to transfer positioning 
information to the mobile app. Your tracker includes 1 month of unlimited usage, after 
which you can easily purchase more via application or yepzon.com/shop. 

International use

If you want to use your tracker outside EU, USA, Russia or China, you must buy 
roaming via application or yepzon.com/roaming. Price depends on country and 
length of visit.

Note: Please check yepzon.com/roaming for covered countries.

2.4 Power off and restore

Turn off the Yepzon

Yepzon device can be turned off only from the Yepzon™ App. This is usually required 
only in rare circumstances.

Note: After shutdown the tracker can be turned on by pressing the SOS button for 3 
seconds or by plugging it to a charger. Smart Tracker cannot be turned on from the 
Yepzon™ App.
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Create restore link

You can request a restore link that enables you to reset your Yepzon pairings. The 
reset simply removes all the connections between Yepzon and any smartphone or 
tablet it has been connected to. Your e-mail address is not collected, saved or used 
by Yepzon for anything else than sending the reset link.

3 Modes

Smart Tracker by Yepzon™ has three different modes: Constant Tracking mode, On-
demand tracking mode, and SOS button only mode. The SOS alert always works the 
same way in all modes. You can change the mode by choosing the Mode tab and 
then selecting the mode you want to use.

3.1 Constant tracking mode

In Constant tracking mode, the Smart Tracker automatically reports its location 
based on the set connection interval. 

Please note the following:

Reporting interval   Usage

14 minutes or less  Device can send temperature and      
    collision alerts.

    Device saves battery by only updating the location if device  
    is moving. Being still in a smoothly moving vehicle, e.g. train,  
    the device might not be able to interpret movement.  

15 minutes or more  Device saves battery by going into sleep in-between the
    longer intervals. For this reason, device is not be able to 
    send sensor alerts. SOS alerts will work normally with all   
    interval settings.

Example: Mary uses Smart Tracker’s Constant tracking mode to track her child’s journey 
to school. Mary uses 5 minutes interval setting so she will receive the location of the 
tracker every 5 minutes. If Mary wants to improve the battery life of her Smart Tracker, 
she changes the interval setting to 15 minutes, as then the Smart Tracker uses battery 
saving. 

3.2 On-demand tracking mode

In On-demand tracking mode Smart Tracker locates only on demand: device is always 
online and ready to start the locating when requested. 
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Between location update requests, Yepzon™ App might show location estimate that 
is based on GSM towers. To activate the GPS / Wi-Fi locating, tap the Update location 
button in the Yepzon™ App map view. The locating starts immediately, and each 
session lasts for 3 minutes; a session can be repeated sequentially as many times as 
needed. 

Feature available summer 2019:
Show only GPS / Wi-Fi locations = The Yepzon™ App will only show GPS / Wi-Fi 
locations instead of also showing location estimates based on GSM towers. Yepzon™ 
App will always show the last known accurate location that has been received by 
updating the location. New updates can be received only by tapping Update location.

Example: Lisa wants to use Smart Tracker with her dog who often runs away, and she 
attaches the Smart Tracker to her dog’s collar. She does not need to know constantly 
where her dog is but if the dog runs away, she wants to be able to quickly check its’ 
location. If she needs to check the location, she simply taps Update location from the 
Yepzon™ App and the tracking starts usually within a minute.

3.3 SOS button only mode

In SOS button only mode Smart Tracker can only be located by pressing the SOS 
button on the device. Otherwise, the device is offline, and it cannot be located 
from the Yepzon™ App. After an SOS alert is sent, the tracker changes its’ mode 
automatically to On-demand tracking mode. (See also 4: SOS alert)

Example: SOS button only mode can be used when you want to have a personal 
alarm for someone who doesn’t need active tracking on the Yepzon™ App and does 
not want to pay attention to the battery. 

3.4 Location accuracy

The Smart Tracker uses GPS and Wi-Fi for positioning. If GPS signal is not strong 
enough (e.g. indoors) and Wi-Fi hotspots are not present, a rough position based on 
cellular towers is shown. 

Accuracy of the position is dependent on signals available and the details can be 
checked by tapping the location pin on the map. GPS accuracy is typically around 
5-20m and Wi-Fi 20-50m. If you see a light red circle around the location pin, only the 
cellular tower location has been received. Accuracy of a cellular tower location is from 
few hundred meters to several kilometers.

Note: In some cases, GPS signal reflections might cause the location to shift a little. 
These reflections might happen if the device is indoors, by water, or around tall 
buildings. 
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4 SOS alert

To send an SOS alert to the Yepzon™ App, press 
the SOS button on Smart Tracker by Yepzon™ 
for 3 seconds. When the SOS alert has been 
sent, the indicator light on the Smart Tracker is 
red. There is also an optional alert sound that 
you can enable in Settings (see 2.2.2 Activate 
device SOS sound). The SOS alert works the 
same way in all modes. 

When the SOS alert has been sent, the alert will appear on the Yepzon™ App. The App 
will also show the location of the alerting tracker for 5 minutes. The alert must be 
acknowledged in the Yepzon™ App and after it has been acknowledged, the locating 
starts again and lasts for 3 minutes. The tracker will also change its’ mode to On-
demand tracking mode to enable quick tracking if needed.

The alert can be cancelled by pressing the SOS button on Smart Tracker for 3 seconds 
again. The alert must still be acknowledged in the Yepzon™ App. 

Once the SOS alert has been acknowledged in the Yepzon™ App, the indicator light on 
the Smart Tracker will be green for 3 minutes.

Note: SOS alert may fail if the tracker is not paired with any smartphone/tablet or if the 
tracker is not connected to the network. If SOS alert fails, the red indicator light starts 
blinking on the Smart Tracker device. 

Note: You need to enable Yepzon™ App notifications on your smartphone or tablet to 
receive notification on the alert and sounds to hear the SOS alert sound.

5 LED signals

 RED: always relates to SOS alert 
 GREEN: always relates to normal operation
 BLUE: always relates to battery

LED signal  Purpose

     RED continuous SOS alert sent

     RED blinking  SOS alert failed

     GREEN continuous SOS alert is   
   acknowledged in  
   the app by user

     GREEN blinking Normal operation

LED signal  Purpose

     RED continuous SOS alert sent

     RED blinking  SOS alert failed

     GREEN continuous SOS alert is acknowledged in the app by user

     GREEN blinking Normal operation

     BLUE continuous Battery is charging

     BLUE blinking  Battery is low

     WHITE blinking Proximity finder activated: buzzer + LED
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6 History

The History view lets you check the tracker’s previous states and locations either on a 
list or map view. 

You may filter the history data by selecting a date/time range. Locations can be also 
connected into a route by lines with direction arrows. The history data can be viewed 
backwards until the moment the device was paired.

Symbol explanations: 

Note: Wide date range and inaccurate locations may cause the route to look not clear.

Note: If you want to receive better route information, we recommend using Constant 
tracking. In Constant tracking mode, the Smart Tracker sends its accurate location at 
regular intervals. 

Filter history data by date and time.

View the history data on map.

View the history data on list view.

Connect the locations into a route by lines with direction arrows.

Set date and time to filter history data.

7 Geofencing

Geofencing allows you to create virtual fences to notify you when device enters 
or exists a specific zone, e.g. home or school area. You can create maximum of 10 
geofences and use them at the same time.
 
Geofencing can be used only in Constant Tracking mode. Geofencing works with any 
tracking interval length, but it is recommended to use frequent interval settings (5 
minutes or less) as longer interval settings result to delays with notifications on enters 
or exits.

How to create or modify a geofence:

 1. Open the Yepzon™ App
 2. Select the Yepzon device
 3. Select Geofencing
 4. Select Create new or the geofence you want to modify from the list
 5. Map view opens: Select the shape for the geofence, adjust the size and 
  location. The corners of a square and a polygon can be moved by first 
  pressing and then dragging.
 6. Select Create/Save
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How to remove a geofence:

 1. Open the Yepzon™ App
 2. Select the Yepzon device
 3. Select Geofencing
 4. Select the geofence you want to remove
 5. Map view opens: Select the trashcan
 6. Select Delete

After creating a geofence, you can select if you want to receive notifications on 
enters or exits, and if you want to have the geofence to show on the map in the 
Location tab.

Note: If the geofence is small, due to tracking restrictions (see 3.4 Location accuracy), 
you might receive false notifications of enters or exits. In some cases, GPS signal 
reflections might cause the location to shift a little. These reflections might happen 
if the device is e.g. indoors, by water or around tall buildings. In cases like this, it is 
recommended to slightly increase the size of the geofence.
 
Example: Mary uses Smart Tracker’s Constant Tracking mode to track her child’s 
journey to school. Mary also wants to be notified when her child enters or exits the 
school, so she creates a geofence zone around the school area. Mary uses 5 minutes 
interval setting so she will receive the location of the tracker every 5 minutes. Every 
morning and afternoon, Mary receives a notification of her child entering and exiting 
the school, with a maximum of 5 minutes delay. If Mary wants to improve the battery 
life of her Smart Tracker, she changes the interval setting to 15 minutes, as then the 
Smart Tracker uses battery saving. 

Tip: Geofences cannot contain complex shapes (edges must be straight or concave; 
convex shapes are not allowed). If you want to create more complex shapes, you can 
create two geofences and place them side by side.

8 Safety and Compliance

Yepzon is not a substitute for parental, guardian, or care-taker supervision. 
Always adhere to local laws and regulations. 

Switch off the Yepzon tracker in places where the use of cellular phones is not 
permitted or where it can create interference; for example, onboard airplanes, in the 
vicinity of medical equipment, and at blasting sites.

Wireless devices are sensitive to interference, which can impair the functionality of 
the device.

The device is water proof, but it is not designed to be worn when swimming, or 
underwater. Do not subject the device to shocks or drop it on hard surfaces.
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The device is designed to be used at temperatures of -10 – +40°C. Coldness may 
impair the battery capacity. Do not subject the device to great temperature variation 
to prevent condensation inside the device.

The device includes an integrated rechargeable battery, which cannot be removed. 
You should not dispose of the device with household waste. Instead, return it to the 
place of purchase or to a recycling point. You can check the location of the nearest 
recycling point from the local waste management authorities. Do not attempt to 
remove or modify the battery as this may damage the device and create a hazard. 
Only use standard undamaged chargers. Avoid using excessive force when plugging 
the connector into a port.

Federal Communication Commission Interference Statement

This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B 
digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to 
provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential installation.

This equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not 
installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference 
to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not 
occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference 
to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment 
off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one of 
the following measures: Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna. Increase the 
separation between the equipment and receiver. Connect the equipment into an 
outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is connected. Consult the 
dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help. 

FCC Caution: To assure continued compliance, any changes or modifications not 
expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance could void the user’s 
authority to operate this equipment. (Example - use only shielded interface cables 
when connecting to computer or peripheral devices).

FCC Radiation Exposure Statement

This transmitter must not be co-located or operating in conjunction with any other 
antenna or transmitter. This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation 
is subject to the following two conditions:

(1) This device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) This device must accept 
any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation.

This product meets applicable national SAR limits of 1.6W/kg. The specific maximum 
SAR values can be found at yepzon.com/support. When carrying the product, or using 
it while worn on your body, either use an accessory such as a holster or otherwise 
maintain a distance of 0,5 cm from the body to ensure compliance with RF exposure 
requirements.
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This product does not contain any user-serviceable parts. Changes or modifications 
made to this equipment not expressly approved by the party responsible for 
compliance could void the user’s authority to operate the equipment.

You can read more on safety at www.yepzon.com/support.

You can find the manufacturer’s Declaration of Conformity at www.yepzon.com/legal.


